Jodie – Long form

Jodie: I’m about to “drop the F*Bomb” with my kid, let’s see how this goes.

I want to talk to you about something that’s been on my mind.

Son: What is it?

Jodie: Have you heard of fentanyl?

Son: I’ve heard of it, but I don’t really know much about it.

Jodie: Ok, let’s get into it, it’s important.

So, fentanyl is a synthetic opioid commonly made illegally. Fentanyl can be mixed into other drugs or used to make fake prescription pills.

Son: That’s crazy.

Jodie: Let me put this into perspective, right?

So, two milligrams of fentanyl which is about a few grains of sand and that can be lethal.

Son: That’s so little. That’s nothing.

Jodie: Yeah, fentanyl is 50x more potent than heroin and 100x more potent than morphine.

Son: I don’t ever want to put myself in a situation where I have no idea if I’m in danger or not.

Jodie: I just dropped the F Bomb with my kid, now it’s your turn.

On Screen Logo:

Talk about FENTANYL w/ your kids.